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Description of Path
 Footpath 12, at just over 200 yards long, is the shortest of the accessible Public Footpaths in the Parish
and is defined as an 'island path'.  One end is at St Swithin's graveyard (through which there is no public right
of access), the other is at the gate to The Barton (the driveway from the highway is not dedicated as a Public
Right of Way).  From the main gateway to the house, the public path is along the drive in front of the two houses
and then bears left of a stone wall to enter the north eastern corner of the graveyard.

Walking the Path (A circular route, including parish lanes - total distance, approx. ½ mile.)
 Assuming most people will arrive by car, the best starting point is the car park of St Swithin's church.
Hopefully, it should be unnecessary to remind walkers to park courteously and respect church visitors.
 From the car park, go through the gate towards the main door of the church, then turn right along the
pathway through the graveyard.  Follow this path up hill to a wrought iron gate in the north east corner.  The
public have always been allowed to walk in and through the churchyard, but it is permissive access, not a Right
of Way.  The gate is at the start of the Public Footpath which leads along the drive and ends at the main white
gate between ivy-clad gateposts.  Turn right and follow the concrete drive to the parish road.  At the road, turn
right, cross the bridge over the stream, past the drive to Underwood on the left, and up the hill to the junction on
the right leading to the church.  Follow this lane back to the church car park.

The Challenge
 Even if you have walked this path many times before, I ask you to
 Approach it with an open mind, looking for something new.  The scope for new discoveries is huge:
inscriptions on gravestones; the first swallows, maybe a falcon; quirky architectural features; wild (or
cultivated) plants or flowers; a rainbow or cloud patterns; the water level in the pond or the stream; the call of
a pheasant or the song of a robin; a look down into St Swithin's Holy Well.  The list goes on .......
What you find is up to you - there's something new to be found if you look (or maybe listen) hard enough.
Below are some thought-starters.....
        - When did you last walk it?  As a child, many years ago? Children and adults look for, and see different
 things.
        - What time of the year was your last visit?  Winter, with bare trees (and better views), or Spring time
 with fresh shoots unfurling? Summer, with the grass at its height, or in Autumn with mellow, damp
 smells and falling leaves?
        - What time of the day?  Early morning sun peeping over the tower of the church?  Late evening with
 the setting sun in your eyes as you walked along the drive?

No prizes for your observations, but let me (or the Editor) know and we can tell the Parish what is 'out there'
to be discovered.
            Dave Richardson
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